GRADUATE
with the California State
and L.A. Unified Seals of Biliteracy

Cognitive Benefits
- Enhance Your Problem Solving Abilities
- Increase Cognitive Flexibility and Improve Decision-Making Skills

Academic Benefits
- Increase Your Academic Performance
- Strengthen College Applications by Taking Advanced Language Courses

21st Century Skills
- Use Technology to Interpret Messages in a Target Language
- Engage in Two-Way Collaboration with People from Other Cultures

College Readiness
- Be College Ready with Your Advanced Linguistic Skills
- Provide Colleges with Methods to Recognize Your Linguistic Skills

Cross-Cultural Competency
- Develop Awareness of Other Cultures
- Open the Door to Bridging Cultural Differences

Career Readiness
- Compete in the Global Job Market
- Let Potential Future Employers Know That You Have Biliteracy Skills

Pathway to Biliteracy
- LAUSD
- World Language & Cultures

Seal of Biliteracy